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the outer suburbs. That fear is always present to the
stranger's mind; it shadows him as he goes wearily down
the interminable length of B. Mitre ; and the only freedom
that he knows is at the happy hour when street-lamps shine
out in triple clusters above Florida and that delightful
street becomes (as it was meant to be) a souk left by the
Moors in some old Spanish town for all the world to pace
at ease between the little shops in the cool evening.
But, that relief apart, life in Buenos Aires seems always
rather hunted. For when its visitors are not actually
hunted by its traffic, they are pursued by its inexhaustible
benevolence, by the alarming volume of their own engage-
ments and the impossibility of being in three places at the
same moment or even of getting to one of them in time.
As I turn once again the blotted pages of an old engagement-
book, the scenes come crowding back—Florida choked with
evening traffic, the rain streaming down, the pavements
gleaming, and the Jockey Club five blocks ahead, where a
kind host is still expecting one to dine with him at half-past
eight, although the time is now a little after half-past nine ;
the scramble out of a lecture-hall in Tucuman, when an
unmannerly lecturer hustled his own audience with rare
discourtesy because he had precisely seven minutes in which
to get down to the station and catch a train for Hurlingham,
if he was to be in time for dinner; the spacious ease of a
stroll in the Zootigico, where no traffic could pursue you
down the little curving paths and you could watch the con-
dors or go for penny rides on llamas; innumerable rendez-
vous at Harrods (name of homely sound, but cooking of
good foreign quality); the great mansions on the Avenida
Alvear flashing past, as you drove out to dine in far Belgrano
or went racing at Palermo on Sunday afternoons. That
was, I think, the crown and zenith of all luxury in Argentina,
where respectful servitors stood waiting at your elbow to
collect your bets and, if you won, your winnings were
delivered on a salver—no scramble in the Ring, no queue
at a barred window, but your winnings gravely presented

